
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If I __________________ any judge of character, this little woman is as
honest and as wholesome as Mrs. Miller herself.
1.

(be)
am

The wound was a sword-thrust, received from twenty to twenty-four hours
before, but no skill could have saved him if it __________________ to without
delay.

2.

(passive/look)
had been looked

You would soften me if I __________________ so old.3. (not/be)were not

If a river __________________, she builds a road across in the air.4.
(interfere)

interferes

If he __________________, it is rather in discontent than in despair.5.
(struggle)

struggles

If her comfort __________________ his unremitting toil, he gives his days,
and even his nights, to the task of labor for her.
6.

(require)
requires

If he __________________ you, remuneration is an incident.7. (like)likes

If he __________________ to get away they will do for him.8. (try)tries

It would be better if he __________________ under the sod.9. (go)went

I'd go along if I __________________ time.10. (have)had

Now if you __________________ me it would be a different matter.11.
(not/love)

did not love

If it __________________ to be done at all, one would believe it might
succeed in these woods.
12.

(be)
were

You would not speak like that if you __________________ me.13. (know)knew

But I wouldn't wonder if it __________________ a squeeze.14. (mean)meant
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If Jack __________________ the house ten years ago, he would have
noticed certain subtle changes in it, rather in the atmosphere than in many
alterations.

15.

(know)

had known

If we __________________ every avenue, our work is spoiled.16.
(not/watch)

do not watch

If you __________________ me, boy, I'll give myself up to you without a
struggle.
17.

(overtake)
overtake

If you __________________ food, or clothes, or a house, tell the ring and
it will find them for you.
18.

(need)
need

If the scraper __________________ sufficiently sharp, it leaves no trace
whatever on the lowered surface of the copper.
19.

(be)
is

If he __________________ smithery, he also learns-ah!20. (learn)learns
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